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1 LIFE BEFORE SOCIAL SECURITY AND PENSIONS  

Before Social Security and defined benefit plans, workers were more likely to die than 

retire. In 1920 a 60-year-old man was more than likely to die on the job than retire.2 Women’s 

work was mainly in unpaid household production, the most important paid work was taking in 

boarders– the modern day Airbnb and she likely didn’t retire either.3 Most workers who didn’t 

die on their job were disabled and bedridden were cared for mainly by wives, husbands, 

daughters or daughter-in-laws.  

In the 15 years or so years before Social Security was passed in 1935, only a few soldiers, 

union members, and government and railroad workers had pensions. Up until 1950s only the 

privileged were able to truly retire. In the 1940s only 3% of retirees aged 65 and over said they 

retired because they wanted to -— they had the wealth and health to do so. Retirement for leisure 

was rare.   

At the end of the 19th century, the unlucky elderly without work or relatives lived in poor 

houses and when the county poor houses dismantled, the elderly poor were transferred to what 

were at that time called “insane asylums” in the early 20th century.4 

Age was the biggest poverty risk factor. We do not have data on elder poverty before 

1959,5 but we know that in 1920 elders spent 44% of their meager incomes on food.6 For 

comparison, now the average food share is about 7% and 10% for the poor.7 The U.S. still has 

high elderly poverty rates – the official poverty rate is 13% — and the OECD measure is 20% — 

the highest in the core OECD (see Graph below). Your grand or great-grandparents were at high 

risk of living in a walk-up, in someone’s basement, or in the barn.  

2 LIFE AFTER  SOCIAL SECURITY AND PENSIONS  

Progress was marked by retirement equity due to DB pensions and Social Security. 
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In 2021, someone turning 65 could expect 12 to 18 years of not working depending on 

their class, race, and gender. Though Black women in the bottom third of the income distribution 

can expect to live 12 more years after she withdraws from the labor force (with a sad 30% of 

those years encumbered by severe disability). A working man in the bottom third of the 

educational attainment distribution – a good proxy for socio-economic status — who made it to 

age 50 could expect 12.6 years of retirement before he died. A man in the upper third of the class 

distribution could expect 14.3 years of retirement leisure. A class divide exists in retirement 

duration to be sure, but it is remarkable that now both the prosperous and low-income worker 

can each expect some period of leisure at the end of their working lives. 

I am a federal court-appointed trustee of the $60 billion health care trust for the United 

Auto Workers and $1 Billion trust for the United Steel Workers. The DB pension plans and 

retiree healthcare gave workers the ability to leave the plant and mill.  These over 700,000 or so 

elder members and spouses enrich the health and wealth of their communities with their health 

insurance and disposable income in every state: Michigan, Georgia, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

New York etc. They won’t be there in the next generation.  

Longer longevity is true progress. But life spans are not equally distributed. And longer 

lives don’t come from the sky. Most of the longevity gains have gone to the top of the income 

distribution.  

And much of the increased longevity and health gains are caused by relieving people 

from the stress of working or looking for work in their old age, offering pension and Social 

Security income instead. Peter Arno and colleagues found that8 cutting income to the elderly 

security could reverse longevity gains by at least a half.  We cannot make the mistake of thinking 

because we have made progress in living longer, this means we can work longer. 

Retiring voluntarily is progress, though we have some ways to go before achieving 

equity. In the last recession in 2008, Urban Institute’s Rich Johnson and Peter Gosselin found 

66% of retirees did not retire voluntarily9  and the numbers for this recession are probably 

higher.10 For reasons I will address later, forced retirement is worse for the bottom half of the 

income distribution. 

Another sign of progress is, as Social Security, Medicare, and Old Age Assistance 

became a part of a working people’s life cycle income, elders could reside and plan to reside 

independently. Most of the increase in older women living independently from 1950 to1990 is 

explained by the increase in Old Age Assistance and Social Security.11 In 1886, 46% of retired 

men aged 65 and older were living with kin. By 1990, that fraction fell to 5%. This change is not 

caused by new social norms or is the result of having fewer children, it is because incomes have 

risen.12 

3 WHY HAVE WE LOST PROGRESS IN RETIREMENT EQUITY?  

But we have lost ground in retirement and longevity equity and preventing elder poverty 

for four main reasons. We have less retirement equity and impending retirement elder poverty 

because of the following: 

1. Unfair tax code transfers aid to the top earners.  

2. Shift to 401(k) type-plans erodes pension security and coverage;  
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3. The lack of universal pensions creates elder poverty and inequality;  

4. Middle and low-income older workers can’t easily work longer which creates 

elder poverty and inequality. 

The tax expenditure for retirement plans favors the high-income worker with stable jobs 

—70% of the $250B go to the top 20% of earners. Extending the age people need to withdraw 

from IRA, just makes the inequity worse.  

Fewer than 15% of the workforce has a secure defined benefit plan now, back in the 

1970s all workers with a plan had a DB plan. What is wrong with 401(k) type plans. Well, they 

are better than nothing but 401(k) work much better for the well off.  That pensions and 

retirement accounts are not universal for all workers like Social Security is one of the main 

reasons we are going back to the past of undignified retirements.  

The Do-It-Yourself, individual -directed, commercial, voluntary retirement system 

started in the 1980s with the 401(k) and Individual Retirement Account. Boston College 

economists, Ordinary workers who are lucky enough to have a retirement plan at work likely 

have do-it-yourself 401(k) type plans, and not the older-type of defined benefit pensions, in 

which employers contribute and professionals manage, and earn a much higher rate of return 

than individual accounts.13  

One of the biggest problems with DC plans and also DB plans is that they were 

voluntary. Then as now most workers don’t have access to a retirement account or rising wages 

expecting people to voluntarily save for retirement is a predictable disaster. 

The current retirement system which include odd bits of tax code and employer practices 

ends up serving the short-term needs of mostly upper-income workers.  

In sum: In the last 100 hundred years older people are better off because:  

1. Progress is lower elderly poverty; 

2. Progress is that elders can live independently from kin and out of mental 

institutions and off the streets and older women don’t take in borders. 

3. Progress meant higher incomes brought actual voluntary retirement, shorter work 

lives and more longevity. 

4. Progress brought more equity in retirement time, the rich and poor alike could 

retire.  

Increased national wealth produced a lot of everything good. —Today the GDP is about 

$57,000 per person, which is an increase of almost nine times that of its value  in the 1920s.14. 

With this increase, we have ended child labor, people are taller, we treat heart attacks, we 

negotiate world peace, and we achieved worker-choice retirement and retirement equity. But all 

this progress is at risk.  

Forced retirement makes working longer a mere dream.  

Using the HRS, a nationally representative longitudinal dataset, New School PhD 

candidate Aida Farmand, found that between the years 2010 to 2018, 55.3 percent of workers 

aged 55 and older in the bottom half of the income distribution were forced to leave the 

workforce because of layoffs, plant closings, age discrimination, poor health, and family 

concerns. A lower, but still substantial share, 32.4 percent in the next 40% of the income 
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distribution – the middle class – were forced out of work in old age. Even the most prosperous 

older worker was forced to retire before they planned; 30.4 percent of those in the top 10% of the 

income distribution were forced to retire. (Due to small sample sizes the averages are unstable.) 

 

 

 Share of retired workers who retired involuntarily 55 years and older. 2010-2018  

 Bottom 50 of income 

distribution 

Middle 40 of income 

distribution   

Top 10 of income 

distribution  

2010 66.5 40.3 27.5 

2018 38.2 23 18.1 

Source: Author’s calculations based on RAND HRS longitudinal File and Health and retirement study core 

files for 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2018. Note: Retirees who cite business closure or change of ownership, layoffs, 

poor health, family care or quitting over problems at work as causes for leaving their last job before retirement are 

classified as involuntary retired.  

 

The bottom line is that in recessions almost half of retirees say they retire earlier than 

they wanted to because of work, health, or family care reasons.  

History casts shade on the idea that cutting Social Security by raising the retirement age, 

essentially forcing people to work longer, is warranted because people are also living longer. 

Though it is true that people are healthier, people are living longer because they can voluntarily 

retire and take a break, with Social Security and pension income.   

Even still, Americans have surpassed the Japanese and Germans in the number of hours 

of work per day, days per week, weeks per year and years per lifetime. Americans work more 

than any other worker in the G-7.15 Another reason working longer is a fantasy solution is that 

Americans already work more hours per day, more days per week, more weeks per year and 

more years per lifetime than any other worker in the G-7.  

This country’s vision for pensions and modern social insurance was present at its 

founding. Thomas Paine’s last essay, published in 1795, called for a public system of economic 

security for the new nation. Paine proposed “a 10% inheritance tax [to] help fund a one-time 

lump sum at age 21 and annual benefits to every person aged 50 and older to guard against 

poverty in old-age."16 

4 THREATS  ERASING 100 YEARS OF PROGRESS IN RETIREMENT EQUITY.  

The median retirement savings balance for the bottom 50 percent of American families is 

$0.17 And if we do nothing in the next ten years two in five of older middle- and lower-income 

workers and their spouses will be downwardly mobile into poverty when they move into their 

retirement years.18  

If we do nothing for pension or retirement security, we will erode years of progress. We 

will have   
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1. More elders living with adult children 

2. More elder poverty 

3. More people dying on the job or looking for work. 

4. More older women taking in boarders.  

5. Significant inequality in retirement time equity  

6. Only the well - off and high – income profession will have access to a dignified 

old age 

 

To continue the progress of retirement equity, longer lives, less retiree poverty and more 

retiree security Congress should tend to Social Security finances and create pensions for all. 

 In my 2008 book I recommended universal funded pensions for all. Tony James, then 

President of  Blackstone Group, and I wrote Recusing Retirement a book with the a similar 

proposal in 2018, and now Kevin Hassett, former chair of President Trump’s Council of 

Economic Advisors and I have come together with the Economic Innovation Group to propose 

that everyone should have access to a pension like the one federal government employees enjoy, 

the Thrift Savings Plan.19 Kevin and my plan is a truly bipartisan framework to equalize wealth 

and retirement.  

Congress should avoid making things worse by privileging those with substantial wealth 

in Individual Retirement Accounts, and force elders to work or look for work. Such an approach 

could erase decades of progress of equity and dignity in old age. 

 

Appendix:  

Elder Labor Force Participation and Elder Poverty in the G-7 Plus Sweden  

 

Source: (OECD). Note that the rate of poverty in the U.S. differs from the U.S. lower reported number 

because the OECD uses a relative standard and the U..S an absolute which is much lower than the national standard . 
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OECD (2020), Poverty rate (indicator). doi: 10.1787/0fe1315d-en (Accessed on 01 September 2020); 

https://data.oecd.org/emp/labour-force-participation-rate.htm  

Class Differences in Retirement Time (derived by author and published several 

places) 20 

  MEN   

Retirement 

Duration 

(years) 

WOMEN 

Retiremen

t Duration 

(years) 

Share of 

retirement 

time spent 

sick 

Share who 

died 

without 

retiring 

(share 

with zero 

retirement 

time) 

Average  13.7 17.7 26% 9% 

          

Lowest one third of Education 

Attainment*  

12.6 15.9 35% 10% 

Middle Third of Education 

Attainment 

14.3 17.5 26% 10% 

Highest Education of Education 

Attainment 

14.3 19.7 20% 7% 
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